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The new DesignX Appliance enables designers to work quickly and efficiently by using an on-
premises hardware solution. The DesignX Application can be downloaded from the My DesignX page
of the 3D Systems web site. It provides an installation and activation process in a matter of minutes.

Geomagic Design X supports projects for customers of all sizes and budgets, from start-ups to
Fortune 500 companies. This software suite allows designers to harness the power of a simple but

powerful design tool that works hand in hand with other software tools to produce exceptional
designs. This lightweight 3D design solution is also highly scalable and flexible. The 3D Systems

software provides a fast and reliable solution for customers who create both small- and large-scale
project. Since the product is compatible with most CAD files, users can work on their projects on a

variety of platforms. DesignX is the most intuitive reverse engineering design solution on the market.
It automates the surface modeling process, which makes the modeling stage a quick and efficient

task. Users can work on their projects on a variety of platforms. DesignX 3D is a complete CAD
design solution that enables users to create CAD models of complex parts and surface them for multi-

part assemblies. Users can import a part geometry and plan a surface, and the software will
automatically create 3D models with crisp edges and clean surfaces. With Geomagic Design, even a
novice user can create professional-quality models. Additionally, you can easily finish one drawing

using a combination of tools. Furthermore, Geomagic Design X is highly responsive and your
programs run fast and smoothly.
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